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Abstract� An Approximate Minimum Degree ordering algorithm �AMD� for preordering a
symmetric sparse matrix prior to numerical factorization is presented� We use techniques based on
the quotient graph for matrix factorization that allow us to obtain computationally cheap bounds
for the minimum degree� We show that these bounds are often equal to the actual degree� The
resulting algorithm is typically much faster than previous minimum degree ordering algorithms� and
produces results that are comparable in quality with the best orderings from other minimum degree
algorithms�
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�� Introduction� When solving large sparse symmetric linear systems of the
form Ax � b� it is common to precede the numerical factorization by a symmetric
reordering� This reordering is chosen so that pivoting down the diagonal in order on
the resulting permuted matrixPAPT � LLT produces much less �ll�in and work than
computing the factors of A by pivoting down the diagonal in the original order� This
reordering is computed using only information on the matrix structure without taking
account of numerical values and so may not be stable for general matrices� However�
if the matrix A is positive�de�nite ��	�� a Cholesky factorization can safely be used�
This technique of preceding the numerical factorization with a symbolic analysis can
also be extended to unsymmetric systems although the numerical factorization phase
must allow for subsequent numerical pivoting �	� �� 	�� The goal of the preordering
is to �nd a permutation matrix P so that the subsequent factorization has the least
�ll�in� Unfortunately� this problem is NP�complete ��	�� so heuristics are used�

The minimumdegree ordering algorithm is one of the most widely used heuristics�
since it produces factors with relatively low �ll�in on a wide range of matrices� Because
of this� the algorithm has received much attention over the past three decades� The
algorithm is a symmetric analogue of Markowitz� method ��� and was �rst proposed
by Tinney and Walker ���� as algorithm S�� Rose ���� ��� developed a graph theo�
retical model of Tinney and Walker�s algorithm and renamed it the minimum degree
algorithm� since it performs its pivot selection by selecting from a graph a node of
minimum degree� Later implementations have dramatically improved the time and
memory requirements of Tinney and Walker�s method� while maintaining the basic
idea of selecting a node or set of nodes of minimumdegree� These improvements have
reduced the memory complexity so that the algorithm can operate within the storage
of the original matrix� and have reduced the amount of work needed to keep track of
the degrees of nodes in the graph 
which is the most computationally intensive part
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of the algorithm�� This work includes that of Du� and Reid �	�� 	�� 	�� 	��� George
and McIntyre ����� Eisenstat� Gursky� Schultz� and Sherman �	�� 	��� George and Liu
�	�� ��� �	� ���� and Liu ����� More recently� several researchers have relaxed this
heuristic by computing upper bounds on the degrees� rather than the exact degrees�
and selecting a node of minimum upper bound on the degree� This work includes
that of Gilbert� Moler� and Schreiber ����� and Davis and Du� ��� ��� Davis and Du�
use degree bounds in the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method 
UMFPACK�� an
unsymmetric Markowitz�style algorithm� In this paper� we describe an approximate
minimum degree ordering algorithm based on the symmetric analogue of the degree
bounds used in UMFPACK�

Section � presents the original minimum degree algorithm of Tinney and Walker
in the context of the graph model of Rose� Section � discusses the quotient graph

or element graph� model and the use of that model to reduce the time taken by
the algorithm� In this context� we present our notation for the quotient graph� and
present a small example matrix and its graphs� We then use the notation to describe
our approximate degree bounds in Section �� The Approximate Minimum Degree

AMD� algorithm and its time complexity is presented in Section �� In Section �
we �rst analyse the performance and accuracy of our approximate degree bounds on
a set of test matrices from a wide range of disciplines� The AMD algorithm is then
compared with other established codes that compute minimum degree orderings�

�� Elimination graphs� The nonzero pattern of a symmetric n�by�n matrix�
A� can be represented by a graph G� � 
V �� E��� with nodes V � � f	� ���� ng and
edges E�� An edge 
i� j� is in E� if and only if aij �� �� Since A is symmetric� G� is
undirected�

The elimination graph� Gk � 
V k� Ek�� describes the nonzero pattern of the sub�
matrix still to be factorized after the �rst k pivots have been chosen� It is undirected�
since the matrix remains symmetric as it is factorized� At step k� the graph Gk de�
pends on Gk�� and the selection of the kth pivot� To �nd Gk� the kth pivot node p
is selected from V k��� Edges are added to Ek�� to make the nodes adjacent to p in
Gk�� a clique 
a fully connected subgraph�� This addition of edges 
�ll�in� means that
we cannot know the storage requirements in advance� The edges added correspond to
�ll�in caused by the kth step of factorization� A �ll�in is a nonzero entry Lij� where


PAPT �ij is zero� The pivot node p and its incident edges are then removed from the
graph Gk�� to yield the graph Gk� Let AdjGk
i� denote the set of nodes adjacent to
i in the graph Gk� Throughout this paper� we will use the superscript k to denote a
graph� set� or other structure obtained after the �rst k pivots have been chosen� For
simplicity� we will drop the superscript when the context is clear�

The minimum degree algorithm selects node p as the kth pivot such that the
degree of p� tp � jAdjGk��
p�j� is minimized 
where j���j denotes the size of a set or the
number of nonzeros in a matrix�� The minimum degree algorithm is a non�optimal
greedy heuristic for reducing the number of new edges 
�ll�ins� introduced during the
factorization� We have already noted that the optimal solution is NP�complete ��	��
By minimizing the degree� the algorithm minimizes the upper bound on the �ll�in
caused by the kth pivot� Selecting p as pivot creates at most 
t�p� tp��� new edges in
G�

�� Quotient graphs� In contrast to the elimination graph� the quotient graph
models the factorization of A using an amount of storage that never exceeds the
storage for the original graph� G� ��	�� The quotient graph is also referred to as the
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generalized element model �	�� 	�� 	�� ���� An important component of a quotient
graph is a clique� It is a particularly economic structure since a clique is represented
by a list of its members rather than by a list of all the edges in the clique� Following
the generalized element model� we refer to nodes removed from the elimination graph
as elements 
George and Liu refer to them as eliminated nodes�� We use the term
variable to refer to uneliminated nodes�

The quotient graph� Gk � 
V k� V
k
� Ek� E

k
�� implicitly represents the elimination

graph Gk� where G� � G�� For clarity� we drop the superscript k in the following� The
nodes in G consist of variables 
the set V �� and elements 
the set V �� The edges are
divided into two sets� edges between variables E � V �V � and between variables and
elements E � V � V � There are no edges between elements since they are removed

by element absorption� The sets V
�

and E
�

are empty�
We use the following set notation 
A� E � and L� to describe the quotient graph

model and our approximate degree bounds� Let Ai be the set of variables adjacent to
variable i in G� and let Ei be the set of elements adjacent to variable i in G 
we refer
to Ei as element list i�� That is� if i is a variable in V � then

Ai � fj � 
i� j� � Eg � V �

Ei � fe � 
i� e� � Eg � V �

and

AdjG 
i� � Ai � Ei � V � V �

The set Ai refers to a subset of the nonzero entries in row i of the original matrix A

thus the notation A�� That is� A�

i � fj � aij �� �g� and Ak
i � Ak��

i � for 	 	 k 	 n�
Let Le denote the set of variables adjacent to element e in G� That is� if e is an
element in V � then we de�ne

Le � AdjG 
e� � fi � 
i� e� � Eg � V �

The edges E and E in the quotient graph are represented explicitly as the sets Ai

and Ei for each variable in G� and the sets Le for each element in G� We will use A� E �
and L to denote three sets containing all Ai� Ei� and Le� respectively� for all variables
i and all elements e� George and Liu ��	� show that the quotient graph takes no more
storage than the original graph 
jAkj� jEkj� jLkj 	 jA�j for all k��

The quotient graph G and the elimination graph G are closely related� If i is a
variable in G� it is also a variable in G� and

AdjG
i� �

�
Ai �

�
e�Ei

Le

�
n fig�
��	�

where the �n� is the standard set subtraction operator�
When variable p is selected as the kth pivot� element p is formed 
variable p is re�

moved from V and added to V �� The set Lp � AdjG
p� is found using Equation 
��	��
The set Lp represents a permuted nonzero pattern of the kth column of L 
thus the
notation L�� If i � Lp� where p is the kth pivot� and variable i will become the mth
pivot 
for some m � k�� then the entry Lmk will be nonzero� Equation 
��	� implies
that Le n fpg � Lp for all elements e adjacent to variable p� This means that all vari�
ables adjacent to an element e � Ep are adjacent to the element p and these elements
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Fig� ���� Elimination graph� quotient graph� and matrix for �rst three steps�
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(a) Elimination graph

(b) Quotient graph

(c) Factors and active submatrix

e � Ep are no longer needed� They are absorbed into the new element p and deleted
�	��� and reference to them is replaced by reference to the new element p� The new
element p is added to the element lists� Ei� for all variables i adjacent to element p�
Absorbed elements� e � Ep� are removed from all element lists� The sets Ap and Ep�
and Le for all e in Ep� are deleted� Finally� any entry j in Ai� where both i and j are
in Lp� is redundant and is deleted� The set Ai is thus disjoint with any set Le for
e � Ei� In other words� Ak

i is the pattern of those entries in row i of A that are not
modi�ed by steps 	 through k of the Cholesky factorization of PAPT � The net result
is that the new graph G takes the same� or less� storage than before the kth pivot was
selected�

���� Quotient graph example� We illustrate the sequence of elimination graphs
and quotient graphs of a 	��by�	� sparse matrix in Figures ��	 and ���� The example
is ordered so that a minimum degree algorithm recommends pivoting down the diag�
onal in the natural order 
that is� the permutation matrix is the identity�� In Figures
��	 and ���� variables and elements are shown as thin�lined and heavy�lined circles�
respectively� In the matrices in these �gures� diagonal entries are numbered� unmod�
i�ed original nonzero entries 
entries in A� are shown as a solid squares� The solid
squares in row i form the set Ai� The variables in current unabsorbed elements 
sets
Le� are indicated by solid circles in the columns of L corresponding to the unabsorbed
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Fig� ���� Elimination graph� quotient graph� and matrix for steps � to ��
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(a) Elimination graph

(c) Factors and active submatrix

(b) Quotient graph

elements� The solid circles in row i form the set Ei� Entries that do not correspond
to edges in the quotient graph are shown as an �� Figure ��	 shows the elimination
graph� quotient graph� and the matrix prior to elimination 
in the left column� and
after the �rst three steps 
from left to right�� Figure ��� continues the example for
the next four steps�

Consider the transformation of the graph G� to the graph G�� Variable � is
selected as pivot� We have L� � A� � f�� � �g 
a simple case of Equation 
��	��� The
new element � represents the pairwise adjacency of variables �� � and �� The explicit
edge 
���� is now redundant� and is deleted from A� and A��

Also consider the transformation of the graph G� to the graph G�� Variable � is
selected as pivot� The set A� is empty and E� � f�� �g� Following Equation 
��	��

L� � 
A� � L� � L�� n f�g

� 

 � f�� � �g� f�� � �g� n f�g

� f� �� �g�

which is the pattern of column � of L 
excluding the diagonal�� Since the new element
� implies that variables � �� and� � are pairwise adjacent� elements � and � do not
add any information to the graph� They are removed� having been �absorbed� into
element �� Additionally� the edge 
�� �� is redundant� and is removed from A� and
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A	� In G�� we have

A
 � 
 E
 � f�� �� �g
A� � f�� 	�g E� � f�� �g
A	 � f�� �� 	�g E	 � f�g

�

After these transformations� we have in G��

A
 � 
 E
 � f�� �g
A� � f	�g E� � f�� �g
A	 � f�� 	�g E	 � f�g

�

and the new element in G��

L� � f� �� �g�

���� Indistinguishable variables and external degree� Two variables i and
j are indistinguishable in G if AdjG
i� � fig � AdjG
j� � fjg� They will have the
same degree until one is selected as pivot� If i is selected� then j can be selected
next without causing any additional �ll�in� Selecting i and j together is called mass

elimination ����� Variables i and j are replaced in G by a supervariable containing
both i and j� labeled by its principal variable 
i� say� �	�� 	�� 	��� Variables that
are not supervariables are called simple variables� In practice� new supervariables are
constructed at step k only if both i and j are in Lp 
where p is the pivot selected at
step k�� In addition� rather than checking the graph G for indistinguishability� we use
the quotient graph G so that two variables i and j are found to be indistinguishable
if AdjG 
i� � fig � AdjG 
j� � fjg� This comparison is faster than determining if
two variables are indistinguishable in G� but may miss some identi�cations because�
although indistinguishability in G implies indistinguishability in G� the reverse is not
true�

We denote the set of simple variables in the supervariable with principal variable
i as i� and de�ne i � fig if i is a simple variable� When p is selected as pivot at the
kth step� all variables in p are eliminated� The use of supervariables greatly reduces
the number of degree computations performed� which is the most costly part of the
algorithm� Non�principal variables and their incident edges are removed from the
quotient graph data structure when they are detected� The set notationA and L refers
either to a set of supervariables or to the variables represented by the supervariables�
depending on the context� In degree computations and when used in representing
elimination graphs� the sets refer to variables� otherwise they refer to supervariables�

In Figure ���� detected supervariables are circled by dashed lines� Non�principal
variables are left inside the dashed supervariables� These are� however� removed from
the quotient graph� The last quotient graph in Figure ��� represents the selection of
pivots �� �� and �� and thus the right column of the �gure depicts G�� G	� and the
matrix after the ninth pivot step�

The external degree di � ti � jij� 	 of a principal variable i is

di � jAdjG
i� n ij � jAi n ij�

�����
� �
e�Ei

Le

�
n i

����� �
����

since the set Ai is disjoint from any set Le for e � Ei� At most 
d�i �di��� �ll�ins occur
if all variables in i are selected as pivots� We refer to ti as the true degree of variable i�
Selecting the pivot with minimum external degree tends to produce a better ordering
than selecting the pivot with minimum true degree ���� 
also see Section ����
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Algorithm � �Minimum degree algorithm	 based on quotient graph

V � f	���ng
V � 

for i � 	 to n do

Ai � fj � aij �� � and i �� jg
Ei � 

di � jAij
i � fig

end for
k � 	
while k 	 n do

mass elimination�

select variable p � V that minimizes dp

Lp �
�
Ap �

S
e�Ep

Le

�
n p

for each i � Lp do
remove redundant entries�

Ai � 
Ai n Lp� n p
element absorption�

Ei � 
Ei n Ep� � fpg
compute external degree�

di � jAi n ij�
���S

e�Ei
Le
�
n i
��

end for
supervariable detection� pairs found via hash function�

for each pair i and j � Lp do
if i and j are indistinguishable then

remove the supervariable j�
i � i � j
di � di � jjj
V � V n fjg
Aj � 

Ej � 


end if
end for
convert variable p to element p�

V � 
V � fpg� n Ep
V � V n fpg
Ap � 

Ep � 

k � k � jpj

end while

���� Quotient�graph�based minimum degree algorithm� A minimum de�
gree algorithm based on the quotient graph is shown in Algorithm 	� It includes
element absorption� mass elimination� supervariables� and external degrees� Super�
variable detection is simpli�ed by computing a hash function on each variable� so that
not all pairs of variables need be compared ���� Algorithm 	 does not include two
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important features of Liu�s Multiple Minimum Degree algorithm 
MMD�� incomplete
update �	�� 	�� and multiple elimination ����� With multiple elimination� an indepen�
dent set of pivots with minimumdegree is selected before any degrees are updated� If
a variable is adjacent to two or more pivot elements� its degree is computed only once�
A variable j is outmatched if AdjG
i� � AdjG
j�� With incomplete degree update�
the degree update of the outmatched variable j is avoided until variable i is selected
as pivot� These two features further reduce the amount of work needed for the degree
computation in MMD� We will discuss their relationship to the AMD algorithm in
the next section�

The time taken to compute di using Equation 
���� by a quotient�graph�based
minimum degree algorithm is

�
jAij�
X
e�Ei

jLej��
����

which is �
jAdjGk
i�j� if all variables are simple�� This degree computation is the
most costly part of the minimumdegree algorithm� When supervariables are present�
the time taken is in the best case proportional to the degree of the variable in the
�compressed� elimination graph� where all non�principal variables and their incident
edges are removed�

�� Approximate degree� Having now discussed the data structures and the
standard minimum degree implementations� we now consider our approximation for
the minimum degree and indicate its lower complexity�

We assume that p is the kth pivot� and that we compute the bounds only for
supervariables i � Lp� Rather than computing the exact external degree� di� our
Approximate Minimum Degree algorithm 
AMD� computes an upper bound ��� ���

d
k

i � min

	

�

�
n� k�

d
k��

i � jLp n ij�

jAi n ij� jLp n ij�
X

e�Einfpg

jLe n Lpj



�

� �
��	�

The �rst two terms 
n � k� the size of the active submatrix� and d
k��

i � jLp n ij�
the worst case �ll�in� are usually not as tight as the third term in Equation 
��	��
Algorithm � computes jLe n Lpj for all elements e in the entire quotient graph� The
set Le splits into two disjoint subsets� the external subset Le n Lp and the internal

subset Le � Lp� If Algorithm � scans element e� the term w
e� is initialized to jLej
and then decremented once for each variable i in the internal subset Le �Lp� and� at
the end of Algorithm �� we have w
e� � jLej � jLe � Lpj � jLe n Lpj� If Algorithm �
does not scan element e� the term w
e� is less than zero� Combining these two cases�
we obtain

jLe n Lpj �

�
w
e� if w
e� � �
jLej otherwise

�
� for all e � V �
����

� Asymptotic complexity notation is de�ned in ���� We write f�n� � ��g�n�� if there exist
positive constants c�� c�� and n� such that � � c�g�n� � f�n� � c�g�n� for all n � n� � Similarly�
f�n� � ��g�n�� if there exist positive constants c and n� such that � � cg�n� � f�n� for all n � n��
and f�n� � O�g�n�� if there exist positive constants c and n� such that � � f�n� � cg�n� for all
n � n��
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Algorithm � �Computation of jLe n Lpj for all e � V 

assume w
	 � � �n� � �
for each supervariable i � Lp do

for each element e � Ei do
if 
w
e� � �� then w
e� � jLej
w
e� � w
e� � jij

end for
end for

Algorithm � is followed by a second loop to compute our upper bound degree� di
for each supervariable i � Lp� using Equations 
��	� and 
����� The total time for
Algorithm � is

�

X
i�Lp

jEij��

The second loop to compute the upper bound degrees takes time

�

X
i�Lp


jAij� jEij���
����

which is thus equal to the total asymptotic time�
Multiple elimination ���� improves the minimumdegree algorithmby updating the

degree of a variable only once for each set of independent pivots� Incomplete degree
update �	�� 	�� skips the degree update of outmatched variables� We cannot take full
advantage of the incomplete degree update since it avoids the degree update for some
supervariables adjacent to the pivot element� With our technique 
Algorithm ��� we
must scan the element lists for all supervariables i in Lp� If the degree update of one
of the supervariables is to be skipped� its element list must still be scanned so that the
external subset terms can be computed for the degree update of other supervariables
in Lp� The only advantage of multiple elimination or incomplete degree update would
be to skip the second loop that computes the upper bound degrees for outmatched
variables or supervariables for which the degree has already been computed�

If the total time in Equation 
���� is amortized across the computation of all
supervariables i � Lp� then the time taken to compute di is

�
jAij� jEij� � O
jA�

i j��

which is �
jAdjGk
i�j� if all variables are simple� Computing our bound takes time
proportional to the degree of the variable in the quotient graph� G� This is much faster
than the time taken to compute the exact external degree 
see Equation 
������

���� Accuracy of our approximate degrees� Gilbert� Moler� and Schreiber
���� also use approximate external degrees that they can compute in the same time

as our degree bound d� In our notation� their bound bdi is
bdi � jAi n ij�

X
e�Ei

jLe n ij�
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Since many pivotal variables are adjacent to two or fewer elements when selected�
Ashcraft and Eisenstat ��� have suggested a combination of bd and d�

ed � � d if jEij � �bd otherwise
�

Computing ed takes the same time as d or bd� except when jEij � �� In this case� it

takes O
jAij� jLej� time to compute ed� whereas computing d or bd takes �
jAij� time�
In the Yale Sparse Matrix Package �	�� the jLe n Lpj term for the Ei � fe� pg case
is computed by scanning Le once� It is then used to compute di for all i � Lp for

which Ei � fe� pg� This technique can also be used to compute ed� and thus the time

to compute ed is O
jAij� jLej� and not �
jAij� jLej��
Theorem �� Relationship between external degree and the three ap�

proximate degree bounds� The equality di � di � edi � bdi holds when jEij 	 	�

The inequality di � di � edi 	 bdi holds when jEij � �� Finally� the inequality

di 	 di 	 edi � bdi holds when jEij � ��
Proof�
The bound bdi is equal to the exact degree when variable i is adjacent to at most

one element 
jEij 	 	�� The accuracy of their bound is una�ected by the size of Ai�
since entries are removed from A that fall within the pattern L of an element� Thus�
if there is just one element 
the current element p� say�� the bound bdi is tight� If jEij
is two 
the current element� p� and a prior element e� say�� we have

bdi � jAi n ij� jLp n ij� jLe n ij � di � j
Le � Lp� n ij�

The bound bdi counts entries in the set 
Le � Lp� n i twice� and so bdi will be an
overestimate in the possible 
even likely� case that a variable j �� i exists that is

adjacent to both e and p� Combined with the de�nition of ed� we have di � edi � bdi
when jEij 	 	� di � edi 	 bdi when jEij � �� and di 	 edi � bdi when jEij � ��

If jEij 	 	 our bound di is exact for the same reason that bdi is exact� If jEij is two
we have

di � jAi n ij� jLp n ij� jLe n Lpj � di�

No entry is in both Ai and any element L� since these redundant entries are removed
from Ai� Any entry in Lp does not appear in the external subset 
Le nLp�� Thus� no

entry is counted twice� and di � di when jEij 	 �� Finally� consider both di and bdi
when jEij � �� We have

di � jAi n ij� jLp n ij�
X

e�Einfpg

jLe n Lpj

and

bdi � jAi n ij� jLp n ij�
X

e�Einfpg

jLe n ij�

Since these degree bounds are only used when computing the degree of a supervariable
i � Lp� we have i � Lp� Thus� di 	 bdi when jEij � ��

�
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Combining the three inequalities in Theorem 	� the inequality di 	 di 	 edi 	 bdi
holds for all values of jEij�

Note that� if a variable i is adjacent to two elements or less then our bound is
equal to the exact external degree� This is very important� since most variables of
minimumdegree are adjacent to two elements or less� Additionally� our degree bounds
take advantage of element absorption� since the bound depends on jEij after elements
are absorbed�

���� Degree computation example� We illustrate the computation of our ap�
proximate external degree bound in Figures ��	 and ���� Variable  is adjacent to three
elements in G� and G�� All other variables are adjacent to two or less elements� In
G�� the bound d
 is tight� since the two sets jL� n L�j and jL� n L�j are disjoint�

In graph G�� the current pivot element is p � �� We compute

d
 � jAi n ij� jLp n ij� 

X

e�Einfpg

jLe n Lpj�

� j
 n fgj� jf� �� �gn fgj� 
jL� n L�j� jL� n L�j�

� jf�� �gj� 
jf�� � �g n f� �� �gj� jf�� � �gn f� �� �gj�

� jf�� �gj� 
jf�� �gj� jf�gj�

� ��

The exact external degree of variable  is d
 � �� as can be seen in the elimination
graph G� on the left of Figure ���
a�� Our bound is one more than the exact external
degree� since the variable � appears in both L� n L� and L� n L�� but is one less than

the bound bdi which is equal to  in this case� Our bound on the degree of variable
 is again tight after the next pivot step� since elements � and � are absorbed into
element ��

� The approximate minimum degree algorithm� The Approximate Mini�
mumDegree algorithm is identical to Algorithm 	� except that the external degree� di�
is replaced with di� throughout� The bound on the external degree� di� is computed
using Algorithm � and Equations 
��	� and 
����� In addition to absorbing elements
in Ep� any element with an empty external subset 
jLe n Lpj � �� is also absorbed
into element p� even if e is not adjacent to p� This �aggressive� element absorption
improves the degree bounds by reducing jEj�

As in many other minimum degree algorithms� we use linked lists to assist the
search for a variable of minimum degree� List d holds all supervariables i with degree
bound di � d� Maintaining this data structure takes time proportional to the total
number of degree computations� or O
jLj��

Computing the pattern of each pivot element� Lp� takes a total of O
jLj� time
overall� since each element is used in the computation of at most one other element�
and the total sizes of all elements constructed is O
jLj��

The AMD algorithm is based on the quotient graph data structure used in the
MA�� minimumdegree algorithm �	�� 	�� 	��� Initially� the sets A are stored� followed
by a small amount of elbow room� When the set Lp is formed� it is placed in the elbow
room 
or in place of Ap if jEpj � ��� Garbage collection occurs if the elbow room is
exhausted� During garbage collection� the space taken by Ai and Ei is reduced to
exactly jAij � jEij for each supervariable i 
which is less than or equal to jA�

i j� and
the extra space is reclaimed� The space for Ae and Ee for all elements e � V is fully
reclaimed� as is the space for Le of any absorbed elements e� Each garbage collection
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takes time that is proportional to the size of the workspace 
normally �
jAj��� In
practice� elbow room of size n is su�cient�

During the computation of our degree bounds� we compute the following hash
function for supervariable detection ����

Hash
i� �

	��
�� X
j�Ai

j �
X
e�Ei

e

�A mod 
n � 	�

��� 	�

which increases the degree computation time by a small constant factor� We place
each supervariable i in a hash bucket according to Hash
i�� taking time O
jLj� overall�
If two or more supervariables are placed in the same hash bucket� then each pair of
supervariables i and j in the hash bucket are tested for indistinguishability� If the
hash function results in no collisions then the total time taken by the comparison is
O
jAj��

Ashcraft ��� uses this hash function as a preprocessing step on the entire matrix

without the mod
n � 	� term� and with an O
jV j log jV j� sort instead of jV j hash
buckets�� In contrast� we use this function during the ordering� and only hash those
variables adjacent to the current pivot element�

For example� variables �� �� and � are indistinguishable in G�� in Figure ���
a��
The AMD algorithm would not consider variable � at step �� since it is not adjacent
to the pivot element � 
refer to quotient graph G� in Figure ���
b��� AMD would
not construct � � f�� �g at step �� since � and � are distinguishable in G�� It would
construct � � f�� �� �g at step � however�

The total number of times the approximate degree di of variable i is computed
during elimination is no more than the number of nonzero entries in row k of L� where
variable i is the kth pivot� The time taken to compute di is O
jA�

i j�� or equivalently
O
j
PAPT �k�j�� the number of nonzero entries in row k of the permuted matrix�
The total time taken by the entire AMD algorithm is thus bounded by the degree
computation�

O

�
nX

k��

jLk�j  j
PAP
T �k�j

�
�
��	�

This bound assumes no 
or few� supervariable hash collisions and a constant number of
garbage collections� In practice these assumptions seem to hold� but the asymptotic
time would be higher if they did not� In many problem domains� the number of
nonzeros per row of A is a constant� independent of n� For matrices in these domains�
our AMD algorithm takes time O
jLj� 
with the same assumptions��

�� Performance results� In this section� we present the results of our exper�
iments with AMD on a wide range of test matrices� We �rst compare the degree
computations discussed above 
t� d� d� ed� and bd�� as well as an upper bound on the
true degree� t � d� jij � 	� We then compare the AMD algorithm with other estab�
lished minimum degree codes 
MMD and MA����

���� Test Matrices� We tested all degree bounds and codes on all matrices
in the Harwell�Boeing collection of type PUA� RUA� PSA� and RSA �		� 	�� 
at
orion�cerfacs�fr or numerical�cc�rl�ac�uk�� all non�singular matrices in Saad�s
SPARSKIT� collection 
at ftp�cs�umn�edu�� all matrices in the University of Florida
collection 
available from ftp�cis�ufl�edu in the directory pub�umfpack�matrices��
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Table ���

Selected matrices in test set

Matrix n nz Percentage of Description
jEpj � � jEij � �

RAEFSKY
 ����� �

���	 ���� 
�	 �uid�structure interaction� turbulence
VENKAT� ���	�	 ������	 ��� ��� unstructured �D Euler solver
BCSSTK
� 		���� �����	� ���� ���
 structural eng�� automobile chassis
EX� ����� �
��
� ��� ���	 �D developing pipe �ow �turbulent�
BCSSTK
� �����	 �������	 ���� 
�� structural eng�� o��shore platform
CT��STIF ���
�� �
�
���� ���� 

�� structural eng�� CT�� engine block
NASASRB �	���� �
���� ���� 
��� shuttle rocket booster
OLAF ��	� 	������ ��	 
��� NASA test problem
RAEFSKY 
��	� 	���� ���� 
��� incompressible �ow� pressure�driven pipe
CRYSTK�
 �	���� ��
��	 ���� 	��� structural eng�� crystal vibration
RAEFSKY	 ����� ��	�	� ���� 	�	 buckling problem for container model
CRYSTK�� 
���� 	���
�� ���� 	��� structural eng�� crystal vibration
BCSSTK

 ���
� �����
 ���� 	��� structural eng�� auto steering mech�
BCSSTK
 
����� �����	 ���� 	
� structural eng�� automobile component
EX ���	 �	���� ���	 	
�
 CFD� 
D cylinder � �at plate heat exch�
FINAN�� �	���� ����� �
� 	��� economics� portfolio optimization
RIM ������ ����	 ��
	 �
�� chemical eng�� �uid mechanics problem
BBMAT 
���		 ���	�	 ��� �	�	 CFD� �D airfoil with turbulence
EX	� ���	� ����
� ��	� �	�� CFD� 
D die swell problem on square die
WANG	 ������ �����	 ��
� ���
 
D MOSFET semicond� �
�x
�x
� grid�
LHR
	 
���� �����
� ���� ���� chemical eng�� light hydrocarbon recovery
WANG
 �����	 ������ ���� ���� 
D diode semiconductor �
�x
�x
� grid�
LHR� ���
�	 ������	 ��	� �� chemical eng�� light hydrocarbon recovery
ORANI��� ����� ���	�� ���� ���� Australian economic model
PSMIGR 
�	� 	���� ���� ��� US county�by�county migration
APPU 	���� �����
�� ���	 �	�	 NASA test problem �random matrix�

and several other matrices from NASA and Boeing� Of those ��� matrices� we present
results below on those matrices requiring ��� million or more  oating�point operations
for the Cholesky factorization� as well as the ORANI�� matrix in the Harwell�Boeing
collection and the EX	� in Saad�s collection 
a total of � matrices�� The latter two
are best�case and worst�case examples from the set of smaller matrices�

For the unsymmetric matrices in the test set� we �rst used the maximumtransver�
sal algorithm MC�� from the Harwell Subroutine Library ��� to reorder the matrix so
that the permuted matrix has a zero�free diagonal� We then formed the symmetric
pattern of the permuted matrix plus its transpose� This is how a minimum degree
ordering algorithm is used in MUPS �	� ��� For these matrices� Table �	 lists the
statistics for the symmetrized pattern�

Table �	 lists the matrix name� the order� the number of nonzeros in lower
triangular part� two statistics obtained with an exact minimumdegree ordering 
using
d�� and a description� In column �� we report the percentage of pivots p such that
jEpj � �� Column � shows that there is only a small percentage of pivots selected
using an exact minimum degree ordering that have more than two elements in their
adjacency list� Therefore� we can expect a good quality ordering with an algorithm
based on our approximate degree bound� In column �� we indicate how often a
degree di is computed when jEij � � 
as a percentage of the total number of degree
updates�� Table �	 is sorted according to this degree update percentage� Column �
thus reports the percentage of �costly� degree updates performed by a minimum
degree algorithm based on the exact degree� For matrices with relatively large values
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in column �� signi�cant time reductions can be expected with an approximate degree
based algorithm�

Since any minimum degree algorithm is sensitive to tie�breaking issues� we ran�
domly permuted all matrices and their adjacency lists �	 times 
except for the random
APPU matrix� which we ran only once�� All methods were given the same set of �	
randomized matrices� We also ran each method on the original matrix� On some ma�
trices� the original matrix gives better ordering time and �ll�in results for all methods
than the best result obtained with the randomized matrices� The overall comparisons
are not however dependent on whether original or randomized matrices are used� We
thus report only the median ordering time and �ll�in obtained for the randomized
matrices�

The APPU matrix is a random matrix used in a NASA benchmark� and is thus
not representative of sparse matrices from real problems� We include it in our test
set as a pathological case that demonstrates how well AMD handles a very irregular
problem� Its factors are about ��! dense� It was not practical to run the APPU
matrix �	 times because the exact degree update algorithms took too much time�

���� Comparing the exact and approximate degrees� Tomake a valid com�
parison between degree update methods� we modi�ed our code for the AMD algorithm
so that we could compute the exact external degree 
d�� our bound 
d�� Ashcraft and

Eisenstat�s bound 
ed�� Gilbert� Moler� and Schreiber�s bound 
bd�� the exact true de�
gree 
t�� and our upper bound on the true degree 
t�� The six codes based on d� d� ed�bd� t� and t 
columns � to � of Table �� di�er only in how they compute the degree�
Since aggressive absorption is more di�cult when using some bounds than others�
we switched o� aggressive absorption for these six codes� The actual AMD code 
in
column � of Table �� uses d with aggressive absorption�

Table �� lists the median number of nonzeros below the diagonal in L 
in thou�
sands� for each method� Results ��! higher than the lowest median jLj in the table 
or
higher� are underlined� Our upper bound on the true degree 
t� and the exact true de�
gree 
t� give nearly identical results� As expected� using minimum degree algorithms
based on external degree noticeably improves the quality of the ordering 
compare

columns � and �� or columns � and ��� From the inequality d 	 d 	 ed 	 bd� we
would expect a similar ranking in the quality of ordering produced by these methods�
Table �� con�rms this� The bound d and the exact external degree d produce nearly
identical results� Comparing the AMD results and the d column� aggressive absorp�
tion tends to result in slightly lower �ll�in� since it reduces jEj and thus improves the

accuracy of our bound� The ed bound is often accurate enough to produce good re�
sults� but can fail catastrophically for matrices with a high percentage of approximate
pivots 
see column � in Table �	�� The less accurate bd bound produces notably worse
results for many matrices�

Comparing all ��� matrices� the median jLj when using d is never more than �!
higher than the median �ll�in obtained when using the exact external degree� d 
with
the exception of the FINAN�	� matrix�� The �ll�in results for d and d are identical
for nearly half of the ��� matrices� The approximate degree bound d thus gives a very
reliable estimation of the degree in the context of a minimum degree algorithm�

The FINAN�	� matrix is highly sensitive to tie�breaking variations� Its graph
consists of two types of nodes� �constraint� nodes and �linking� nodes ���� The
constraint nodes form independent sparse subgraphs� connected together via a tree of
linking nodes� This matrix is a pathological worst�case matrix for any minimumdegree
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Table ���

Median �ll�in results of the degree update methods

Matrix Number of nonzeros below diagonal in L� in thousands

AMD d d ed bd t t

RAEFSKY
 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� �	 	��� 	���
VENKAT� ���� ��� ���� ���� �
�� ��	� ���
BCSSTK
� ���� ��� ���� ���
 ��� ���
 ����
EX� 
� 
� 
� 
� 
�� 
	
 
	

BCSSTK
� 
��� 
�� 
��
 
��� 	

� 		�
 	���
CT��STIF ���� ���� ��� ��� 

�� ���� ��	�
NASASRB ���� �
�� ���	 ���� 	��� 	
	� 	���
OLAF ���� ���� ���� ���� 
�� 
��� 
���
RAEFSKY � � � � 
� ��� ���
CRYSTK�
 
�
� 
�
� 
�
� 
�
� ���� ���� ����
RAEFSKY	 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���	 ��� ���
CRYSTK�� ���� ���� ���� ���� �
�� �		� �		�
BCSSTK

 ���	 ���	 ���	 ��	� 
�
� ���� ����
BCSSTK
 �� ���� �
� ���� ��	 ���� ����
EX ��	 ��� ��	 ��	 ��� ���
 ���
FINAN�� 	��� 	�
� ��	� 	� ��� ��
� �	��
RIM 
�	� 
��� 
��� 
��� 	�	� 	��� 	��
BBMAT ���
 ���� ���
 �	�� 
���� ��� �		�
EX	� 	� 
�� 	� ��� ��� ��� �
�
WANG	 ��	� ���� ��	� ���� ��� ���� ����
LHR
	 
�� 
�	
 
��� ��� ���� 	
�
 		
�
WANG
 ��	� ���� ��	� �	�� ���� ���� �
��
LHR� ��

 ��� �	�� ���	 ���� �	
� ���

ORANI��� 	� 	� 	� �� �� 	� 	�
PSMIGR 
��� 
��� 
� 
�
 
�� ���� ����
APPU ���	� ���
 ���	� ����� ����� ����� ���


method� All constraint nodes should be ordered �rst� but linking nodes have low
degree and tend to be selected �rst� which causes high �ll�in� Using a tree dissection
algorithm� Berger� Mulvey� Rothberg� and Vanderbei ��� obtain an ordering with only
	��� million nonzeros in L�

Table �� lists the median ordering time 
in seconds on a SUN SPARCstation
	�� for each method� Ordering time twice that of the minimum median ordering

time listed in the table 
or higher� is underlined� Computing the bd bound is often
the fastest� since it requires a single pass over the element lists instead of the two
passes required for the d bound� It is� however� sometimes slower than d because it
can generate more �ll�in� which increases the ordering time 
see Equation ��	�� The
ordering time of the two exact degree updates 
d and t� increases dramatically as the
percentage of �costly� degree updates increases 
those for which jEij � ���

Garbage collection has little e�ect on the ordering time obtained� In the above
runs� we gave each method elbow room of size n� Usually a single garbage collection
occurred� At most two garbage collections occurred for AMD� and at most three for
the other methods 
aggressive absorption reduces the memory requirements��

���� Comparing algorithms� In this section� we compare AMD with two other
established minimum degree codes� Liu�s Multiple Minimum Degree 
MMD� code
���� and Du� and Reid�s MA�� code �	��� MMD stores the element patterns L in a
fragmented manner and requires no elbow room ���� �	�� It uses the exact external
degree� d� MMD creates supervariables only when two variables i and j have no
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Table ���

Median ordering time of the degree update methods

Matrix Ordering time� in seconds

AMD d d ed bd t t

RAEFSKY
 ��� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ���
VENKAT� 	��� 	��� 	� 	�	� 
��� 	�
� 
���
BCSSTK
� 	��� ���	 	��	 	�� 	�
� ���� 	�	�
EX� ���� �� ���� �� ���� ��� ����
BCSSTK
� 
�� ��
� 
��� 
��� 
�� 	�
� 
�
�
CT��STIF ���� ���� ���	 ���� ��
 ���
 ��	�
NASASRB ���� ��
 ���
 ���
 ���� ��� ����
OLAF ��
 ���� ��� ��� ��
 ��

 ���
RAEFSKY ���� ��
	 ���� ��
� ���� ��
� ����
CRYSTK�
 
�
� 	��	 
��� 
��� 
�	 ���
 
�
�
RAEFSKY	 ��
� ���� ��� ��	� ���� 
�� ����
CRYSTK�� �	� ��
	 ��� ��	 �	� ���	 ���
BCSSTK

 ��� �
� ��� ���� ���� ��� ���
BCSSTK
 	��� ���
 	��� ���� 	��� ��	 	���
EX ���� 	��� ���� 
��� ���� 	��
 ����
FINAN�� ���
 
	� 	�	� ���� ���	 	��	� ����
RIM ���	 ��
� ���� ��� ���� ��� ����
BBMAT ����� ���� ���		 	��� �
��� ���
� ���


EX	� ��	 ��� �� ��� ���� �	� ��
WANG	 ��	� �	� ���� ���� ��� ��� ����
LHR
	 ���� ���� ����� 	��
� 	
��� ���	 �	��

WANG
 ���� ��	� ��	� ���� 	�� ��� ����
LHR� 	���
 
	���� ����� ����� ���� 
����� ���	�
ORANI��� ��	� ���� ��
 ���� ���
 ���� ��	�
PSMIGR ��� 

	��� ���� 	��� ��� 

���� ���	
APPU 	��� ������	 
���
 	
��� 	���	 
��	�		 
���


adjacent variables and exactly two adjacent elements 
Ei � Ej � fe� pg� and Ai �
Aj � 
� where p is the current pivot element�� A hash function is not required� MMD
takes advantage of multiple elimination and incomplete update�

MA�� uses the true degree� t� and the same data structures as AMD� It detects
supervariables whenever two variables are adjacent to the current pivot element and
have the same structure in the quotient graph 
as does AMD�� MA�� uses the true
degree as the hash function for supervariable detection� and does aggressive absorp�
tion� Neither AMD nor MA�� take advantage of multiple elimination or incomplete
update�

Structural engineering matrices tend to have many rows of identical nonzero pat�
tern� Ashcraft has found that the total ordering time of MMD can be signi�cantly
improved by detecting these initial supervariables before starting the elimination ����
We implemented Ashcraft�s pre�compression algorithm� and modi�ed MMD to allow
for initial supervariables� We call the resulting code CMMD 
�compressed� MMD��
Pre�compression has little e�ect on AMD� since it �nds these supervariables when their
degrees are �rst updated� The AMD algorithm on compressed matrices together with
the cost of pre�compression was never faster than AMD�

Table �� lists the median number of nonzeros below the diagonal in L 
in thou�
sands� for each code� Results ��! higher than the lowest median jLj in the table

or higher� are underlined� AMD� MMD� and CMMD �nd orderings of about the
same quality� MA�� is slightly worse because it uses the true degree 
t� instead of the
external degree 
d��
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Table ���

Median �ll�in results of the four codes

Matrix Number of nonzeros below diagonal
in L� in thousands

AMD MMD CMMD MA��
RAEFSKY
 	��� 	��� 	��	 ��	
VENKAT� ���� ���� �� �
�

BCSSTK
� ���� ��� ��	 ���
EX� 
� 
�� 
�	 
	�
BCSSTK
� 
��� 
��� 
�� 	���
CT��STIF ���� �� ��

 ����
NASASRB ���� �	�� �	�
 	���
OLAF ���� ���� ���� 
��

RAEFSKY � �� �� ���
CRYSTK�
 
�
� 
�� 	��� �	��
RAEFSKY	 ���� ��
� ���� ��	�
CRYSTK�� ���� ���� ��� ����
BCSSTK

 ���	 ���� ���	 ����
BCSSTK
 �� ��
 ��� ����
EX ��	 ��	� ���� ���
FINAN�� 	��� ��� ��� ���
RIM 
�	� 
�	� 
�	 	��

BBMAT ���
 ���� ���� �
�
EX	� 	� 	�� 	� ��
WANG	 ��	� ��� ��� ����
LHR
	 
�� 	�� 	�� 	
�	
WANG
 ��	� ���� ���� ����
LHR� ��

 ��� ��� �	
�
ORANI��� 	� 	� 	� 	�
PSMIGR 
��� ���	 ���	 ����
APPU ���	� ���	� ���	� �����

Considering the entire set of ��� matrices� AMD produces a better median �ll�in
than MMD� CMMD� and MA�� for �!� 	!� and �	! of the matrices� respectively�
AMD never generates more than �!� �!� and �! more nonzeros in L than MMD�
CMMD� and MA��� respectively� We have shown empirically that AMD produces an
ordering at least as good as these other three methods for this large test set�

If the apparent slight di�erence in ordering quality between AMD and MMD is
statistically signi�cant� we conjecture that it has more to do with earlier supervariable
detection 
which a�ects the external degree� than with the di�erences between the
external degree and our upper bound�

Table �� lists the median ordering time 
in seconds on a SUN SPARCstation 	��
for each method� The ordering time for CMMD includes the time taken by the pre�
compression algorithm� Ordering time twice that of the minimum median ordering
time listed in the table 
or higher� is underlined� On certain classes of matrices�
typically those from structural analysis applications� CMMD is signi�cantly faster
than MMD� AMD is the fastest method for all but the EX	� matrix� For the other
��� matrices in our full test set� the di�erences in ordering time between these various
methods is typically less� If we compare the ordering time of AMD with the other
methods on all matrices in our test set requiring at least a tenth of a second of
ordering time� then AMD is slower than MMD� CMMD� and MA�� only for � 	��
and � matrices respectively� For the full set of matrices� AMD is never more than ��!
slower than these other methods� The best and worst cases for the relative run�time
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Table ���

Median ordering time of the four codes

Matrix Ordering time� in seconds
AMD MMD CMMD MA��

RAEFSKY
 ��� ���� �� ��

VENKAT� 	��� ��� 	��� ����
BCSSTK
� 	��� ��	� ��� ���
EX� ���� ���� ���
 ��

BCSSTK
� 
�� ���� 
�� 	�	�
CT��STIF ���� ����� ���� ���
NASASRB ���� ���	� ��� ����
OLAF ��
 ���� 	�	 ���	
RAEFSKY ���� ���� ���� ��	�
CRYSTK�
 
�
� ���
 
��� ����
RAEFSKY	 ��
� ���	 ��
� ���
CRYSTK�� �	� 
��� ��
 ��
�
BCSSTK

 ��� ���	 �
� �

BCSSTK
 	��� ��� ���� ����
EX ���� ��	� ���� 
���
FINAN�� ���
 �����
 ����� 	��

RIM ���	 ���� �� ��

BBMAT ����� ������ ����
 
	���
EX	� ��	 ��
 ���	 �
�
WANG	 ��	� ���� ��� ����
LHR
	 ���� 
��	� 	�� ����

WANG
 ���� ��
� ���� ���

LHR� 	���
 
����
 	���	� ����
ORANI��� ��	� �	��� ���� �	���
PSMIGR ��� ����� ����	 �����
APPU 	��� �	�
��
 �

���	 ���
���

of AMD for the smaller matrices are included in Table �� 
the EX	� and ORANI��
matrices��

�� Summary� We have described a new upper bound for the degree of nodes
in the elimination graph that can be easily computed in the context of a minimum
degree algorithm� We have demonstrated that this upper�bound for the degree is more
accurate than all previously used degree approximations� We have experimentally
shown that we can replace an exact degree update by our approximate degree update
and obtain almost identical �ll�in�

An Approximate Minimum Degree 
AMD� based on external degree approxima�
tion has been described� We have shown that the AMD algorithm is highly com�
petitive with other ordering algorithms� It is typically faster than other minimum
degree algorithms� and produces comparable results to MMD 
which is also based on
external degree� in terms of �ll�in� AMD typically produces better results� in terms
of �ll�in and computing time� than the MA�� minimum degree algorithm 
based on
true degrees��
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